
Why Small CPG Brands  
Need Data More than Ever

Last year, NielsenIQ 
measured nearly  
60,000 brands  

in the CPG market.1 

Put another way,  
that’s more than  

$900B dollars  
in annual retail sales.1

Big brands are 
responsible for nearly 
$400B of those sales,  

or about 1/3 of  
the CPG market.1

But fighting in such a crowded space isn’t easy.
A good idea might get you on the shelf —  

but only retail data will keep you there.

Of all the brands that debuted in Jan 2019,  

23% were delisted within 12 months.2

Why do brands disappear from shelves?

McKinsey estimates that CPG companies worldwide 
invest about 20% of their revenue annually in trade 
promotions3 — a proportion that increases every year as 
the competition grows fiercer.

For all those dollars invested,  
for US CPG brands,  
72% of promotions actually lose money.3

and that number keeps growing as more and more  
CPG entrepreneurs develop new products.1

That means small and medium brands  
generate $500B in sales every year 

is here to 
change that.

With proactive email alerts and easy-to-use, self-serve business 
intelligence reports, small CPG manufacturers have affordable 
access to retail analytics that provide a 360° view of their brand’s, 
their competitors’ and their category’s performance. 

Now, every small CPG entrepreneur can be their own data 
analyst. Ensure that every business decision you make is 
data-driven for maximum returns — with Byzzer.

Less than half 
of CPG companies use data analytics to track and plan their retail 

strategies4, and that number is even lower for smaller companies that 
don’t have access to armies of analysts or big budgets. 

So if you’re a 
bootstrapped  

brand, how do you 
know if you’re  

getting a return on  
your investment?

20%

72%

Or if you’re  
in danger  

of spending  
yourself off  
the shelf? 

What data points  
could convince  

a category  
manager to put  
you on the shelf  
in the first place?

Sources:
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